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Abstract: Photoresponsive molecular devices can be a valuable tool to promote chemical changes
in response to multiple signals, such as photons and pH, to deliver drugs or to detect physio-
logical conditions in vivo. For example, trans-chalcones (Ct) from 4′-hydroxyflavylium (F1) and
7-hydroxyflavylium (F2) can undergo cis-trans isomerization by photoreaction into many different
structures. The isomerization takes place at a slow rate in response to pH change; however, it
can be done in seconds by photoreaction. In the investigation, as confirming the previous reports,
3-(2-hydroxy-phenyl)-1-(4-hydroxy-phenyl)-propenone, the trans-chalcone (CtF1) from F1, produces
flavylium ions in pH = 1–4.5. Then, we further discovered that the flavylium quickly releases protons
to yield the corresponding quinoidal base (A) in a solution of pH = 5.2 during irradiation with 350 nm.
Meanwhile, the photolysis of 3-(2,4-dihydroxy-phenyl)-1-phenyl-propenone, the trans-chalcone (CtF2)
from F2 at pH = 5.6, induces photoacid behavior by losing a proton from the trans-chalcone to gener-
ate Ct2−. The different outcomes of these nearly colorless chalcones under similar pH conditions and
with the same photochemical conditions can be useful when yielding colored AH+, A, or Ct2− in a
mildly acidic pH environment with temporal and spatial control using photochemical means.

Keywords: trans-chalcone; cis-trans isomerization; photoacid; flavylium ion

1. Introduction

Photoresponsive molecular devices have great potential in the development of smart
materials. They utilize various photoreactions, such as photofragmentation [1,2] and
cis-trans isomerization [3]. The devices can have complex functions if multiple input-
responsive mechanisms can be coupled. However, the main challenge is in achieving
complete control of each output signal without the undesired interference of others. There-
fore, it would be crucial to have orthogonal chemical reactions. Fortunately, orthogonal
photoreactions can provide a temporally and spatially controlled response with specificity.
Furthermore, multiple wavelengths in conjunction with other inputs, such as pH, can pro-
mote more diversified chemical responses. This endeavor has currently expanded to areas
such as 3D printing [4], conductive hydrogels [5], photo-switchable nanosystems and mate-
rials [6], the hybridization of DNA/RNA [7], host–guest chemistry [8], self-assembly [9],
uncaging biologically active compounds [10], and more [11].

Arguably, cis-trans isomerization is the most studied photoresponsive mechanism us-
ing stilbenes [12], diazostilbenes [3], chalcones [13], etc. The photochemical isomerization
of chalcones has been studied as one of the mechanistic steps for pH-responsive flavylium
ions (AH+). The distinct behavior patterns of the flavylium and its conjugate bases
(CB: shown in Figure 1 as A, B2, Cc, Ct, and their anionic species) are well documented by
Brouillard [14], McClelland/Gedge [15], Pina, and others [13]. The flavylium cation ring
(AH+) in natural anthocyanins has different hydroxy and alkoxy groups commonly on 3, 5,
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7, 3’, 4’, and 5’, demonstrating multiple functions in nature [16–23]. The pH-responding
structural change gives a broad range of applications stemming from the different chromic
and optical properties due to pH-adjusted structures. The optical property within the
visible range of the colored flavylium ion ring for light-harvesting applications such as
dye-sensitized solar cells (DSSCs) and photodynamic therapy, and its fluorescent property,
make it suitable for applications to imaging, protein/DNA sensors, and optical diagnos-
tic agents. Moreover, the flavylium derivatives show pharmaceutical potential in areas
including antibacterial activity, antioxidant capability, and drug delivery systems [24–38].
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Figure 1. Thermal mechanism of flavylium ion with CB using F1 and photochemical mechanism of 
AH+ and Ct as an example. Path a represents the reaction mechanism in an acidic solution, while 
path b represents the basic mechanism between AH+ and B2. 

However, the flavyliums with specific OH substitutions are stable only in very acidic 
solutions, although it should be noted that an example such as deoxyanthocyanin 
(Dragon’s blood) with 7-OH and additional oxygenated substituents has AH+ stable over 
a wide range of pH [37]. The change in pH over 3 for most flavyliums can act as a stimulus 
for transforming flavylium ions to other relevant conjugate bases (CB) with de-coloration. 
Historically, a few mechanisms were proposed, such as the mechanism in Figure 1, by 
which A can form B2 via anionic B2− without going through AH+ in basic media (path b 
in Figure 1) using 6-hydroxyflavylium and 7-hydroxyflavylium [39–41], whereas the for-
mation of AH+ from chalcone isomers via B2 when the pH drops to 1 (path a in Figure 1) 
is a widely accepted mechanism. On the other end of the mechanism, when the pH is 
raised above 3, AH+ goes through B2 by hydration (kh) and then tautomerization (kt), giv-
ing Cc, followed by isomerization (ki) to form Ct. This equilibrium above pH = 3 will pro-
vide a mixture of all the relevant compounds to our study. Eventually, at pH over 5 (near 
neutral conditions), trans-chalcone becomes the most stable species. Above pH = 8, anionic 
forms of Ct, Cc, and B2 begin forming depending on the basicity of the solution: typically 
Ct−, Cc−, and B2− at pH above 9 and Ct2−, Cc2− at pH above 12.  

The rates for the steps in path b were measured by Brouillard et al. using Malvin in 
acidic media: ka ≈ 108 M−1s−1; ka−1 ≈ 104 s−1; kh ≈ 10 M−1s−1; kh−1 ≈ 10−2 M−1s−1; Kb = [B]/[A] ≈ 102 
M−1s−1 [42]. The equilibrium constants and rates of the two flavylium ions synthesized for 
the investigation in this manuscript have already been measured by the Pina group: 4′-
OH flavylium (F1): Ka = 3.16 × 10−6, Kh = 3.6 × 10−6, Kt = 1, Ki = 3500, kh = 8.9 × 10−2 M−1s−1, kh−1 = 

2.5 × 104 M−1s−1, ki = 3.7 × 10−5 s−1, ki−1 < 10−7 s−1 [43]. 7-OH flavylium (F2): Ka = 2.8 × 10−4, Kh = 8 
× 10−6, Ki = 500, kh = 0.48 M−1s−1, kh−1 = 3 × 104 M−1s−1, ki = 0.57 s−1, ki−1 = 8.3 × 10−4 s−1 [44]. The 

Figure 1. Thermal mechanism of flavylium ion with CB using F1 and photochemical mechanism of
AH+ and Ct as an example. Path a represents the reaction mechanism in an acidic solution, while
path b represents the basic mechanism between AH+ and B2.

However, the flavyliums with specific OH substitutions are stable only in very acidic
solutions, although it should be noted that an example such as deoxyanthocyanin (Dragon’s
blood) with 7-OH and additional oxygenated substituents has AH+ stable over a wide
range of pH [37]. The change in pH over 3 for most flavyliums can act as a stimulus for
transforming flavylium ions to other relevant conjugate bases (CB) with de-coloration.
Historically, a few mechanisms were proposed, such as the mechanism in Figure 1, by
which A can form B2 via anionic B2− without going through AH+ in basic media (path
b in Figure 1) using 6-hydroxyflavylium and 7-hydroxyflavylium [39–41], whereas the
formation of AH+ from chalcone isomers via B2 when the pH drops to 1 (path a in Figure 1)
is a widely accepted mechanism. On the other end of the mechanism, when the pH is raised
above 3, AH+ goes through B2 by hydration (kh) and then tautomerization (kt), giving Cc,
followed by isomerization (ki) to form Ct. This equilibrium above pH = 3 will provide a
mixture of all the relevant compounds to our study. Eventually, at pH over 5 (near neutral
conditions), trans-chalcone becomes the most stable species. Above pH = 8, anionic forms
of Ct, Cc, and B2 begin forming depending on the basicity of the solution: typically Ct−,
Cc−, and B2− at pH above 9 and Ct2−, Cc2− at pH above 12.

The rates for the steps in path b were measured by Brouillard et al. using Malvin in
acidic media: ka ≈ 108 M−1s−1; ka

−1 ≈ 104 s−1; kh ≈ 10 M−1s−1; kh
−1 ≈ 10−2 M−1s−1;

Kb = [B]/[A] ≈ 102 M−1s−1 [42]. The equilibrium constants and rates of the two flavylium
ions synthesized for the investigation in this manuscript have already been measured by
the Pina group: 4′-OH flavylium (F1): Ka = 3.16 × 10−6, Kh = 3.6 × 10−6, Kt = 1, Ki = 3500,
kh = 8.9× 10−2 M−1s−1, kh

−1 = 2.5× 104 M−1s−1, ki = 3.7× 10−5 s−1, ki
−1 < 10−7 s−1 [43].

7-OH flavylium (F2): Ka = 2.8 × 10−4, Kh = 8 × 10−6, Ki = 500, kh = 0.48 M−1s−1,
kh
−1 = 3 × 104 M−1s−1, ki = 0.57 s−1, ki

−1 = 8.3 × 10−4 s−1 [44]. The isomerization rate (ki)
is generally the slowest step, with the hydration rate (kh) in a highly acidic condition as
an exception.
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In short, a pH jump from pH = 1 to 6 transforms AH+ to A and B2, then Cc and Ct.
The reversal pH jump exhibits the reverse equilibrium from Ct to AH+ at pH below 3, and
the varying ratio mixtures of AH+, A, B2, and Cc are produced at pH = 4–7. However, irra-
diating Ct in the near-neutral pH (Figure 1) of 4′-hydroxyflavylium in pH = 5–7 established
the pH-dependent mixtures of Cc, B2, AH+, and A. It was accounted for in the previous
report that a quick photochemical reaction produces Cc, resulting in thermal equilibrium in
response to pH conditions establishing mixtures with different ratios of CB and AH+ [41,43].
Similarly, 7-hydroxyflavylium formed the same type of mixture photochemically. Moreover,
a small amount of A was detected when irradiating AH+ in acidic conditions: excited-state
proton transfer (ESPT; Figure 1) was attributed to the loss of protons [44]. Meanwhile,
phosphorescence was observed with bromoderivatives of flavylium due to the heavy atom
effect. Also, derivatives without heavy atoms in acetonitrile with TFA due to suppressed
ESPT showed phosphorescence at 500–700 nm from their triplet states [45].

This investigation was focused on the behavior of trans-chalcones in equilibrium with
other CB and flavyliums as an ongoing effort to design a multifunctional phototrigger
that can respond to pH changes and photosignals. Noticeably increasing photochemical
elements have been employed in various applications due to the merit of noninvasive
temporal and spatial control of the photoinitiated chemical reaction. Therefore, our goal
was to examine the benefit of disturbing the thermal equilibrium at various pHs using
photochemical means to form unusual species with the influence of the given pH condition.

2. Materials and Methods

Reagents and solvents were purchased from Fisher Scientific as reagent-grade and
used without further purification. 1H- and 13C-NMR spectra were recorded on a Bruker
DPX 400 MHz FT NMR with QNP probe (Billerica, MA, USA). HRMS and MS analyses
were performed on an Agilent 6520 Q-TOF (Santa Clara, CA, USA). UV–vis spectra were
acquired using a JASCO V-650 spectrophotometer (Easton, MD, USA).

2.1. Synthetic Procedure [46]

F1 (4′-Hydroxyflavylium chloride): 2-Hydroxy-benzaldehyde (0.635 g, 5.2 mmol) and
1-(4-hydroxy-phenyl)-ethanone (0.708 g, 5.2 mmol) were dissolved in 14 mL of dry ethyl ac-
etate, and the mixture was cooled by placing the beaker in a salt ice bath (CaCl2:Ice = 1:2.5)
until the temperature reached −10 ◦C. Sulfuric acid (100 mL) was dropped on NaCl(s)
(120 g) to generate dry HCl gas, and the gas was bubbled in the mixture for 1 h at −10 ◦C.
The reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 24 h. The product was obtained
by filtration (orange solid, 1.010 g, 3.9 mmol, 75.0%).

1H-NMR (MeOD-d4/TFA-d, 95/5, 400 MHz): δ (ppm) 7.19 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H),
7.94 (t, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 8.28 (overlap of three peaks: d, d, and t, 3H), 8.62 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 2H),
8.67 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H), 9.24 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1H). 13C-NMR (MeOD-d4/TFA-d, 95/5,
100 MHz): δ (ppm) 115.11, 117.95, 119.21, 119.94, 120.98, 125.00, 130.77, 131.55, 135.94,
139.39, 156.85, 170.28. HRMS (ESI) calcd. 223.0754 for C15H11O2

+: found (M+) 223.0752
(mass error: −0.8965 ppm). The spectra are available in the Supplementary Materials.

F2 (7-Hydroxyflavylium chloride): 2,4-Dihydroxybenzaldehyde (0.718 g, 5.2 mmol)
and acetophenone (0.625 g, 5.2 mmol) were dissolved in 14 mL of dry ethyl acetate, and
the mixture was cooled by placing the beaker in a salt ice bath (CaCl2:Ice = 1:2.5) until
the temperature reached −10 ◦C. Sulfuric acid (100 mL) was dropped on NaCl(s) (120 g)
to generate dry HCl gas, and the gas was bubbled in the mixture for 1 h at −10 ◦C. The
reaction mixture was stirred at room temperature for 24 h. The product was obtained by
filtration (brown solid, 0.968 g, 3.7 mmol, 71.0%).

1H NMR (MeOD-d4/TFA-d, 95/5, 400 MHz): δ (ppm) 7.55 (dd, J = 9.0 & 2.0 Hz, 1H),
7.63 (d, J = 1.8 Hz, 1H), 7.79 (t, J = 7.5 Hz, 2H), 7.89 (t, J = 7.3 Hz, 1H), 8.29 (d, J = 9.0 Hz,
1H), 8.51 (dd, J = 8.1 & 1.4 Hz, 2H), 8.54 (d, J = 8.5 Hz, 1H), 9.33 (d, J = 8.4 Hz, 1H).
13C NMR (MeOD-d4/TFA-d, 95/5, 100 MHz): δ (ppm) 103.67, 114.19, 117.96, 121.81, 123.91,
130.33, 131.28, 134.56, 137.20, 156.51, 161.68, 172.06, 173.37. HRMS (ESI) calcd. 223.0754 for
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C15H11O2
+: found (M+) 223.0763 (mass error: 4.0345 ppm). The spectra are available in the

Supplementary Materials.

2.2. General Photoreaction Procedure

The photoreaction samples of flavyliums (10−4 M), F1 and F2 (Figure 2), were prepared
and stored in the dark for over a week (or two, if necessary, to reach the equilibrium) to
achieve equilibrium with trans-chalcones and other CB. Then, the pH of the solution was
adjusted multiple times to the desired pH (Figure 3) by adding NaOH or HCl a few times
over the week(s), while reaching equilibrium since the pH changes as the equilibrium
shifts. Afterward, the sample in a quartz reactor was placed in a Rayonet photochemical
reactor (Branford, CT, USA) with eight medium-pressure bulbs (RPR-3500A and RPR-
2537A lamps) of each wavelength (350 and 254 nm). The samples were air-equilibrated
and were not treated with inert gas. The light intensity was measured multiple times at
different points of irradiation using a ferrioxalate actinometer. The intensity was in the
range of 0.8–2 × 10−7 einstein/min for 350 nm and 254 nm. The photochemical reaction
was initiated by photolysis with a wavelength of 254 nm or 350 nm. The photoreaction
was done with continuous irradiation at intervals determined by the reaction progress.
The reaction in the aqueous solution was monitored using UV–vis spectrometry and
a pH meter. The quenching study [47] was carried out with 0.1 and 3 mM of sorbic
acid (Mw = 112; pKa = 4.7), HDA (2,4-hexadienoic acid), with the time interval depending
on the light intensity and the reaction rate. HDA was dissolved in the flavylium stock
solution; then, the pH was readjusted, and samples were kept in the dark over the week(s)
for equilibrium, as described above.
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calculation for the excited states with conformations at varying dihedral angles was done 
with the redundant coordinate by freezing coordinates for the double-bonded areas, and 

Figure 2. Structure of flavylium (AH+) isomers 4′-hydroxyflavylium (F1) and 7-hydroxyflavylium (F2)
and their corresponding trans-chalcone isomers CtF1 (3-(2-hydroxy-phenyl)-1-(4-hydroxy-phenyl)-
propenone) and CtF2 (3-(2,4-Dihydroxy-phenyl)-1-phenyl-propenone) in the equilibrated mixture at
different pH levels.

2.3. Gaussian Calculation

Modeling experiments using the Gaussian 95 Package were done at the level of
DFT//B3LYP, employing the 6311G++dp basis set for the ground state. In order to gain
the vertical transition energy level of S1 and T1, TD-DFT with unrestricted spin was used.
Each calculation for the excited states with conformations at varying dihedral angles was
done with the redundant coordinate by freezing coordinates for the double-bonded areas,
and also optimizing the rest of the molecule. All calculations were done using the IEFPCM
solvent model for water.
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Figure 3. UV–vis spectra of flavyliums F1 and F2 and their CB mixtures in various pH levels. (a) On
the F1 spectrum, 435 nm is assigned for AH+, 302 nm for Cc, 345 nm for Ct, 426 nm for Ct2− (dotted
blue curve at pH = 12), and 498 nm for A (dotted black curve obtained immediately after dissolving
flavylium ion in pH = 7); (b) on the F2 spectrum, 428 nm is assigned for AH+, 368 nm for Ct, and
478 nm for Ct2−. pKa′ was found to be around 4.0 for F1 and 2.9 for F2.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. trans-Chalcone in Equilibrium at Different pHs

Both synthesized flavylium ions, F1 and F2, established equilibrium with trans-chalcones
(CtF1 and CtF2) and other CB (mentioned above and shown in Figure 1 as A, B2, Cc, Ct, and
their anionic forms) after several days. At a relatively high pH, as reported by Pina and
other research groups [43,44,48], the cis-chalcone of F1 with a slow thermal isomerization
rate (ki = 3.7 × 10−5 s−1) shows a mixture of cis and trans (at 345 nm) isomers. In contrast,
F2 with a faster isomerization rate (ki = 0.57 s−1) shows mostly the trans isomer (368 nm)
at a pH over 3 (Figure 3). Meanwhile, as shown in the inset of Figure 3, pKa′ (pH where
[CB]/[AH+] = 1 using the concept of Henderson–Hasselbalch for acid–base reaction) was
calculated by plotting the absorption of flavylium according to pH changes: 4.0 (±0.2) for
F1 and 2.9 (±0.2) for F2. We were able to obtain chalcones, CtF1 at a pH from 4 to 7 for F1
and CtF2 at a pH from 3 to 7 for F2, at a manageable concentration level as mixtures for the
photochemical reactions with thermal equilibria between relevant species.

For F1 in Figure 3a, the peak from pH = 1.7 shows three main transitions from S0
to S1 at 435 nm, S2 at 275 nm, and S3 at 250 nm. AH+ and other species of CB show
some degree of absorption below 300 nm, as also shown in Figure 4. The graph at
pH = 5.6 shows Ct at 345 nm and Cc at 302 nm, and the immediately observed peak
from the AH+ solid dissolution confirms Cc at 302 nm. The peak of the pH jump to 12
shows Ct2− (yellow solution) at 426 nm and Cc2− at 330 nm. Moreover, the absorption for
the neutral A (orange solution) around 498 nm was observed immediately after dissolving
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the flavylium chloride solid (F1) in pH = 7–10 solutions, as previously reported [41]. It
should be noted that pH = 7 is not basic enough to generate anions of Ct and Cc as major
species. On the contrary, the corresponding peak of Ct2− for F2 around 478 nm in Figure 3b
is only present at a pH over 10; thus, it is assigned to be Ct2− and not A, which was
observed when the pH jumped to 12, as confirmed by NMR in the previous report [44].
Then, pH = 1.3 showed similar absorption to the F1 case—absorption (S0 →S1) of AH+ at
428 nm and higher excited states below 300 nm. UV–vis peaks for Cc2− and A were not
identified for the F2 solution. It must be pointed out for later discussion that the quinoidal
base (A) from F1 has more effective and extensive resonance, as shown in Figure 4, than
the counterpart of F2; thus, it is understandable for AF1 to have absorption at 498 nm while
AF2 with the twisted conformation around the single bond between rings B and C give
absorption at 460 nm [44]. Meanwhile, Ct2− for F1 has negative oxygen atoms as powerful
electron donors in the rings A and B to obtain an absorption peak at 426 nm. However,
Ct2− for F2 has both electron donors on ring A; thus, its HOMO raised its energy to obtain
absorption at 478 nm (Figure 4) according to the Woodward rule.
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Figure 4. Schematic representation for relative energy levels and approximate absorptions of AH+ 
and CB in pH range between 1 and 7. Ct is generally most stable at a pH greater than pKa′, whereas 
AH+ is most stable in a more acidic pH solution than pKa′. 

3.2. Photoisomerization of Trans-Chalcone 
Generally, photoreactions with 254 nm for trans-chalcones, 3-(2-hydroxy-phenyl)-1-

(4-hydroxy-phenyl)-propenone (CtF1) from F1 and 3-(2,4-dihydroxy-phenyl)-1-phenyl-
propenone (CtF2) from F2 (Figure 2), had prolonged reaction rates compared to the pho-
tolysis with 350 nm. However, as Figure 4 shows few potential excitations, irradiating the 
mixture with 254 nm should excite every type of CB and AH+, since almost every com-
pound has an absorption in the region, as aforementioned in the discussion of Figure 3. 
Moreover, despite the greatest absorptivity of 350 nm of the trans-chalcone, AH+ and Cc 
formed in a mixture at a different pH, allowing them to absorb 350 nm light because their 
bands spread out into this region and lowered the absorbed light intensity for Ct. Thus, it 
must be considered that the reaction rate measure includes the error from this; in addition, 
the photoreaction causes a pH alteration by a unit of 0.2–0.3 due to the reaction with 10−4 
M of the samples. At the NMR concentration (~10−2 M), the pH changes were greater by a 
unit of 0.3–0.6. The effect of the greater concentration on the photochemically induced pH 

Figure 4. Schematic representation for relative energy levels and approximate absorptions of AH+

and CB in pH range between 1 and 7. Ct is generally most stable at a pH greater than pKa′, whereas
AH+ is most stable in a more acidic pH solution than pKa′.

3.2. Photoisomerization of trans-Chalcone

Generally, photoreactions with 254 nm for trans-chalcones, 3-(2-hydroxy-phenyl)-
1-(4-hydroxy-phenyl)-propenone (CtF1) from F1 and 3-(2,4-dihydroxy-phenyl)-1-phenyl-
propenone (CtF2) from F2 (Figure 2), had prolonged reaction rates compared to the pho-
tolysis with 350 nm. However, as Figure 4 shows few potential excitations, irradiating
the mixture with 254 nm should excite every type of CB and AH+, since almost every
compound has an absorption in the region, as aforementioned in the discussion of Figure 3.
Moreover, despite the greatest absorptivity of 350 nm of the trans-chalcone, AH+ and Cc
formed in a mixture at a different pH, allowing them to absorb 350 nm light because their
bands spread out into this region and lowered the absorbed light intensity for Ct. Thus, it
must be considered that the reaction rate measure includes the error from this; in addition,
the photoreaction causes a pH alteration by a unit of 0.2–0.3 due to the reaction with 10−4 M
of the samples. At the NMR concentration (~10−2 M), the pH changes were greater by a
unit of 0.3–0.6. The effect of the greater concentration on the photochemically induced pH
change is disappointingly less than expected. It can be attributed to the self-quenching of
their excited states at a higher concentration than 10−3 M. Additionally, as expected, the
photoinduced pH jump is dependent on the solution pH. Thus, the jump is more significant
near a neutral pH than at a more acidic pH solution.
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When the solution (initial pH = 4.5) of CtF1 (AH+, Ct, Cc, and others in equilibrium) was
reacted only for 60 s under a photolytic condition with 350 nm light in the photoreactor, the
majority of the trans-chalcone (345 nm) was converted to AH+ (435 nm) within a couple of
minutes; as shown in Figure 5b, this leaves other CB forms in a steady-state concentration
as a minor component. The ratio of AH+(435 nm)/A(498 nm) remained unaffected by the
photolysis. This suggests that the trans isomer (Ct) was effectively converted to a cis isomer
(Cc) photochemically, and then the increased concentration of Cc forced the equilibrium to
elevate the concentration of B2 to the equilibrium constant. Afterward, the AH+/A mixture
was generated from B2 with the influence of pH by the equilibrium favoring AH+ over A [13].
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However, at initial pH = 5.2, CtF1 transformed (Figure 4) to A via Cc, B2, and AH+.
The first hypothesis could be the ESPT mechanism. After conversion to AH+, as pointed out
above, AH+ absorbs 350 nm to release protons via the ESPT mechanism from the excited
state of AH+* (Figure 4) [44]. The excited phenolic hydroxy group on AH+ photochemically
elevated its acidity at this pH to release H+, producing more stable excited A* at a fast rate
before relaxation to its ground state (Figure 4) [49–51]. After the flavylium ion releases
a proton, the negative charge on the oxygen for the conjugate base of AH+

F1 is more
efficiently delocalized compared to its counterpart of AH+

F2; this could be the reason that
the same behavior is not observed for AH+

F2. Another hypothesis is the simple proton loss
from the ground-state AH+ because of the instability of AH+ due to its instability affected
by the pH condition after being photochemically formed from Ct. AH+ is less stable than
B2 in the solution due to the higher pH than pKa′ (Figure 4), where it is much easier to
release H+ to produce A. Therefore, AH+ quickly releases protons to reach equilibrium with
A without forming a detectable amount of AH+ by the conventional UV–vis spectrometer.

However, interestingly, as shown by the black dotted line (3 mM HDA) and the solid
black line (0.1 mM HDA) in Figure 5c, the photoreaction produced AH+ when a quencher,
2,4-hexadienoic acid (HDA; absorption λmax = 260 nm; ET = 50–60 kcal/mol), was used.
The pH of the solution with HDA was readjusted over the weeks of equilibrium. With 1 eq.
quencher, a relatively smaller amount of AH+, along with minor A, was generated. However,
an excessive amount of quencher (30 times) gave almost exclusively AH+ with a trace
amount of A. It could be possible that the intersystem crossing of the first singlet excited state
of AH+ became competitive enough to form the T1 state under the limited ESPT condition
in the buffer, as reported by Silva et al. [45]. The mixture consisted of carboxylic acid, and
its conjugate base formed from the quencher during pH adjustment can act as a buffer.
Therefore, unlike other tested solutions, these solutions with the quencher–buffer solution
can limit deprotonation to accumulate AH+ without converting to A. Since both singlet and
triplet states could release protons slowly in the buffer, it is a possible hypothesis that the
energy level of T1 was quenched by HDA with a low triplet energy level (50–60 kcal/mol)
before the proton release from AH+ as a photoacid to result in forming more AH+ with more
HDA. It is also possible that the anionic quencher molecule with two π bonds can have a
copigmentation interaction with a positively charged flavylium ion. It can stabilize AH+ to
drive the equilibrium towards AH+. Nonetheless, the selective photoreaction result towards
AH+ or A at this pH level can be beneficial to an application. Further study is underway
with time-resolved spectroscopy to detect AH+ and the responsible spin multiplicity of the
excited state at this pH level under photolysis conditions.

Due to the lower pKa′ value for F2, the trans-chalcone was detected even at pH = 1.3
(Figure 3b), and the cis-chalcone was very minor at all pH levels, which confirms the fast
isomerization rate (ki = 0.57 s−1). Figure 6a shows the results at pH = 3.1; the photolysis
with 350 nm follows a similar reaction path as CtF1 by growing the amount of AH+ at
428 nm. Afterward, the process of the photoproduct mixture returning to the thermal
equilibrium state was much faster for CtF2.

When we examined the photochemical result from pH = 5.6 (Figure 6c), photolysis
with 350 nm produced a Ct2− anion peak exclusively at 478 nm; then, the peak decayed
within minutes (over 30 min) rather than seconds or hours. As shown in Figure 3b, this
peak was formed when Ct was reacted with NaOH to reach pH = 12 or even higher. When
AH+ was reacted with excessive NaOH, the observed result was the same as for Ct2−. A
report from the Pina group confirmed the absorption of A to be 460 nm instead of 478 nm,
as mentioned above [44]. In addition, the pH jump from both the photoproduct mixture
(Figure 6c) and the equilibrated pH = 12 solution to pH = 5 generated only Ct at 368 nm, as
Ct2− at 478 nm is consumed in the acid–base reaction.
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The photolysis at pH = 4.2 in Figure 6b appears to show two bands growing between
400 and 500 nm and new species (represented by the blue peak shoulder) that show the
same absorptivity of the remaining trans-chalcone after 40 s. These blue peaks that decay
in two stages hint that the new species is a transient molecule, with noteworthy decay
behaviors: (1) quickly decaying to the same intensity as the green peak, observed after 20 s
photolysis, and then (2) slowly decaying to return to thermal equilibrium (red peak). It is
possible that this shoulder peak around 432 nm can be AH+. However, the other broad
peak between 400 and 500 nm could be Ct2− and/or A, as discussed with the photoreaction
from pH = 5.6 solution (Figure 6c). Although the decay rate is certainly faster than the
aforementioned rate at a less acidic pH = 5.6, it is reasonable to believe that the conjugate
base of trans-chalcone Ct2− at pH = 5.6 lived longer than the case in a more acidic pH = 4.2.

While CtF1 photochemically formed the A species in equilibrium, this result from the
trans-chalcone (CtF2) raises the interesting photoacidity aspect of a phenolic compound with
a meta-stable conjugate base that lasts longer than nanoseconds in a pH over 4 [48–50]. In
conjunction with pH, we can drive the reaction from colorless CtF2 toward colored species
(AH+ or Ct2−) at much milder conditions by using a photochemical process. Without
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photochemical means, the pH jump must be close to 1 for CtF2 in order to form AH+ and
over 10 to form Ct2−. If one wishes to alter their equilibrium noninvasively with spatial
and temporal control, this can be a valuable tool with more development.

3.3. Insights from DFT Calculation

The detailed behavior such as photoacidity must be understood in conjunction with
the role of pH; however, the modeling shows that, unlike CtF1, the HOMO of the C (middle)
ring in CtF2 lacks electron density (Figure 7), while the A ring donates a significant portion
of the density to the B ring during the excitation to LUMO. This can account for the easier
loss of H+ from the phenolic CtF2 molecule on the excitation compared to CtF1, which has
no difference in electron distribution for both rings.
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Moreover, modeling predicted the energy levels in Figure 8, demonstrating that the
minima of the S1 surface do not stay above the TS of the ground-state surface for the
isomerization. Therefore, the low-lying minima of the S1 surface can make it possible for
the presence of conical intersections for the crossings of S0 and S1 energy surfaces during
the photochemical reaction of the trans-chalcone to a cis-chalcone.
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According to the schematic diagram in Figure 9, upon excitation to S1 by 350 nm,
the trans-chalcone molecule changes the dihedral angle around the double bond over an
activation barrier on the excited-state surface. Then, around 115–135◦ (Figure 8), the com-
pound with a product-resembled structure moves over to the ground-state energy surface
(S0) and faces downhill to the final structure of the cis-chalcone. Thus, the photochemical
isomerization step occurs at a faster rate over only a small energy barrier. CtF2 shows an
even easier path to the cis-chalcone isomer. The chalcone of F1 has a greater chance for
relaxation back to trans at the conformations with the dihedral angles 45◦ and 70◦, which
is a reactant resembled structure, compared to the chalcone of F2 with the dihedral angle
between 70◦ and 90◦. Moreover, it is not likely to go back to the trans isomer because the S1
surface is still downhill toward the cis isomer. Finally, when the F2 chalcone reaches the
dihedral angle 115◦–135◦, it moves on the S0 surface of the cis isomer.
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Figure 9. Schematic drawing based on the calculation for the whole process from Ct to AH+. The 
numbers on the schematic illustration indicate how much more energy they have compared to the 
energy of corresponding trans-chalcones CtF1 and CtF2. 

Moreover, it should be pointed out that the most stable conformer (Cc1) of Cc, pho-
tochemically forming from Ct, is not able to close the (middle) C ring of flavylium (Figure 
9). According to modeling, energy around 9 kcal/mol is required to break the H-bond from 
the most stable conformer (Cc1) to produce Cc2, as shown in Figure 9. Afterward, the less 
stable Cc2 can use lone pairs to attack the carbonyl carbon for ring closure. To form B2 
from Cc2, the calculation predicts a slight uphill for CtF1 and slight downhill for CtF2. Then, 
the reactivity and stability of AH+ are dependent on the pH level. It should be noted that 
the energy gaps are too small to be a major factor in the thermal equilibrium. 
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Figure 9. Schematic drawing based on the calculation for the whole process from Ct to AH+. The
numbers on the schematic illustration indicate how much more energy they have compared to the
energy of corresponding trans-chalcones CtF1 and CtF2.

Moreover, it should be pointed out that the most stable conformer (Cc1) of Cc, photo-
chemically forming from Ct, is not able to close the (middle) C ring of flavylium (Figure 9).
According to modeling, energy around 9 kcal/mol is required to break the H-bond from
the most stable conformer (Cc1) to produce Cc2, as shown in Figure 9. Afterward, the less
stable Cc2 can use lone pairs to attack the carbonyl carbon for ring closure. To form B2 from
Cc2, the calculation predicts a slight uphill for CtF1 and slight downhill for CtF2. Then, the
reactivity and stability of AH+ are dependent on the pH level. It should be noted that the
energy gaps are too small to be a major factor in the thermal equilibrium.

The modeling study revealed another interesting insight about photoisomerization, as
shown in Figures 4 and 10. The excited cis-chalcone could have a path in the excited state
to give the structure with the enol form after excited-state intra-molecular proton transfer
(ESIPT). The new structure can undergo relatively easy cis–trans isomerization due to the
single bond rotations, as indicated in Figure 10. It was also found that, unlike the other
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CB of F1, the first singlet and triplet excited-state energies for Cc* and CPT* are very close,
within 1 kcal/mol.
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Figure 11. Orthogonal response of Ct for F1 (a) and F2 (b) with two signals, pH and light. 
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3.4. Conclusions

Two isomers of chalcones in mixtures with relevant CB are studied for their photobe-
havior in different pH solutions. The authors focused on the behavior of trans-chalcones
in the ongoing effort to design a multifunctional phototrigger that can respond to pH
changes and photosignals. Around the physiological pH, since the stability of flavylium is
dependent on pH, the trans-chalcone becomes the major species, and its isomerization be-
comes essential for its application as a photoresponsive molecule. Utilizing photochemical
selectivity, at pH 6, the equilibrium can be manipulated so that CtF1 can form either AH+

or A. Meanwhile, CtF2 shows a different pH-induced photochemical control to choose AH+

or Ct2− from the product in the opposite direction of the equilibrium. The capability to
manipulate photochemical selectivity to give rise to either a positively charged AH+ or a
completely opposing charged Ct2− gives rise to a multitude of windows of opportunity
that are useful for applications; for example, a membrane with CtF2 units will be able to
change from a cation to an anion to neutral. As summarized in Figure 11, CtF1 and CtF2 can
be valuable tools to reversibly transform photochromism and other properties in response
to pH and light. It also has great potential in the search for a smart phototrigger that can
not only respond to photons for drug release but also shows the ability to change local
acidity and color.
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